
THE VILEBURGERS
LESSON PLANS.

1. Five Days of Just Darn Fun
with The Vileburgers.

A Readers Theater Adventure.

Readers Theater is a powerful literacy develop-
ment technique to create excitement and anticipa-
tion in young readers whenever they approach a

new text. Individual student readers employing
different voice qualities of character, pitch, vol-
ume, stress and intonation bring story characters
to life in ways that are different every time. 

Young readers find the experimental 
spontaneity and surprise of this experience very
exciting. The reading effect of enchantment,
which students as reading learners may not
always experience by themselves, is now generat-
ed by the live drama which gives additional pleas-
ure to every word on the page.

Reading becomes the most fun there is.
Cont.
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"Those who read will lead." 
- Uncle Henry



The Vileburgers is a story rich in dialogue
with many fascinating characters. To create a
vivid sense of immediacy the story is also deliber-
ately crafted in the present tense, and features
Scenes instead of the traditional book Chapters. 

The witty new Halloween classic by Uncle
Henry lends itself to Readers Theater.

Here’s a five-day plan for 
The Vileburgers Readers Theater.

Day One - Listening to the Story

1. Distribute the books to the students.
2. Read The Vileburgers for 30 minutes allowing

the students to enjoy the story without the pres-
sure of assessment or evaluation.

Day Two - Sharing the Story

1. Divide the students into pairs or triads and
allow them to read The Vileburgers to one
another for the pure fun of the unfolding
adventure.

2. Encourage students to read all the way through
or reread a particularly amusing passage.

3. Circulate and sit with various groups to listen,
and to encourage reading with passion, bold-
ness, and a sense of abandon.

4. Join in and model volume, pacing and intona-
tion as dramatic tools.

5. Conclude the reading by asking for one group
to read aloud one particular favorite passage to
the entire class.

Day Three and Four

1. Continue paired and triad reading until all the
students have finished the book.

2. Continue to move about the room, join groups,
and model.

3. Now that the students are familiar with the
story, they can begin to form larger groups and
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give each member of the group a particular
part to read.

Day Five

1. Chart out scenes in the story and allow student
groups to sign up for one or more. There are
twenty-seven scenes altogether and some groups
might want to do a whole string of scenes.
Every scene in the book does not have to be
read in Readers Theater. Remember the primary
purpose of Readers Theater to immerse students
in language rich text and to give them a read-
ing experience that celebrates that language.

2. Reader’s Theater is not memorized. There are no
props or costumes. The book is read in total.
Those parts which are not dialogue can be read
by one member of the group or by the person
who is about to read the words of their charac-
ter. It is through pitch, tone and pace that the
audience knows when the character is speaking.

3. The readers should decide the audience. If they
have not engaged in Readers Theater in the
past, they may simply wish to read in class to
the class. However, if they are enthusiastic
about sharing their reading, they should be
allowed to invite other classes to come and hear
the story.
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2. Vileburgers Book Reports
Using Bloom’s Taxonomy.

An Introduction to Bloom’s Taxonomy.

What is going on in the brain when children are
learning?

In 1956 at the University of Chicago the
psychologist Benjamin Bloom and his colleagues
identified six levels of cognitive function, from
very simple to highly complex and abstract, that
are regularly employed in the human learning
process. At the lowest end is simple recall of infor-
mation: you read, hear or see something and you

can remember it later. At the high end is the abili-
ty to evaluate, criticize, compare, and judge this
information. Bloom found that over 90 percent of
the standard test questions students encounter
require them to think only at the lowest possible
level.

By studying how young readers respond to
book report projects, however, a teacher can iden-
tify the cognitive level at which each child is cur-
rently functioning and work to improve it.

Cont.
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It is important to understand that cognitive
function, as well as reading development, can be
strengthened in a child who is simply trained in
his or her thinking “options.” It can be very effec-
tive to teach young students the idea of Bloom’s
Taxonomy, and how it works, as well as to employ
the system in student assessment. Students like
learning about it, too, because it’s like being let in
on a big “teacher secret.”

After using Bloom through a few book
report assignments, in which students are allowed
to chose the level of response most comfortable or
interesting to them, you will notice that children
who were initially only comfortable at writing a
report at the Knowledge or Understanding level
may be starting to write reports up at the
Analysis, Synthesis or even Evaluation level. You
will not only be improving their reading skills, you
can help sharpen their repertoire of cognitive skills
as well.

You can actually drive this improvement
with proactive teaching methods. Start by looking
at the cognitive level at which an individual child
writes their first two or three book reports as a
benchmark. Let’s say the student is at the
Understanding level. For the next book report proj-
ect, then, you can suggest that he or she might
want to compose their report by answering ques-
tions at the next higher level, the Application
level. Accepting that challenge will put them
squarely in Vygotsky’s “zone of proximal develop-
ment” - meaning that they will probably find
composing the slightly-higher level response to be
somewhat more difficult, and they may actually
feel uncomfortable or anxious as they work on it.
But the stress of the “unfamiliar” can lead to a
small strengthening of their higher order cognitive
skills, and the Application level of response will
become their new comfort level for book reports
thereafter. You may be able to repeat this impor-
tant “suggestion” to a student several times during
the school year.

What kinds of report tasks reflect cognitive
function at each of the six different levels in

Cont.
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Bloom’s system? Here are some characteristic
activities:

1. Knowledge.
Naming, listing, defining, ordering, recogniz-
ing, recalling.

2. Understanding.
Describing, explaining, classifying, expressing,
restating.

3. Application.
Applying, demonstrating, practicing, interpret-
ing, using.

4. Analysis.
Analyzing, calculating, categorizing, compar-
ing, questioning, testing.

5. Synthesis.
Assembling, composing, creating, formulating,
planning.

6. Evaluation.
Arguing, comparing, judging, predicting, eval-
uating.

Bloom’s Taxonomy is an extremely important tool
for the teacher who wants to help students to
develop both power reading skills and strong 
critical thinking skills. You may wish to review
websites that explain Bloom’s Taxonomy in more
detail and suggest additional practical methods to
use it effectively in the classroom.

You can print out the following page for
your students to use as a “checklist” and allow
them to select which Bloom-level book report they
want to write, as well as to help them understand
the different ways they can “think” about the
same subject.
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Vileburger Book Report: Student
Options Using Bloom’s Taxonomy

What Report Level Interests you?

Evaluation Level
Write a book report that evaluates

Vileburgers answering this question:
What characteristics in this book do you find

that are common to all good fantasy stories?

Synthesis Level
Draw a picture of your favorite scene in The

Vileburgers.

Analysis Level
What’s real? Write a book report describing

the parts of the Vileburgers that could really 
happen.

Application Level
Liist and describe the five major events in

this story.

Comprehension Level
Make a list of the elements in this story that

are impossible and make the story a fantasy. How
many do you find?

Knowledge Level
Describe Betty Blinkwell. Pretend that a new

student has come into the class at Rotterdam
Academy. The new student asks, “Hey, what’s
Betty like?” 

Write how you would describe Betty to the
new student.
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Choose 
the Report Level that

interests you.



3. Vilemathematics.

You can use these suggested math activities to
extend Vileburgers reading and learning fun into
your math program.

1. Pictograph
Contruct a pictograph showing the Vileburger
most liked by the students in your class.

2. Word Problem
Create a word problem based on words per
minute reading The Vileburgers.

3. Finding the Mean
Calculate the number of words per page that
confused you beginning on page 8 and ending
at the bottom of page 9. The word total in this
selection is 229 words. Now find the mean
number of confusing words for (A) yourself, (B)
yourself and a partner. You now have a sam-
ple. Based on your sample, predict the mean
for the entire class. Now calculate the mean for
your entire class. How does your prediction
match the actual mean?

4. Money
Compare ticket prices from various airlines on
flights from New York City to Amarillo, Texas.
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